Сценарий внеклассного мероприятия по английскому языку для
учащихся 6 класса
Treasure hunting (охота за сокровищами)
М. Н. Лакишик,
учитель английского языка гимназии № 2 г. Пинска






Цели:
способствовать активизации лексического материала по темам «Food», «Animals», «Sport»,
«Countries»; совершенствованию грамматических навыков;
содействовать развитию языковой и контекстуальной догадки, мышления и памяти;
способствовать повышению интереса учащихся к изучению иностранного языка;
воспитывать умение действовать сообща для выполнения общего задания.

Оборудование: карта сокровищ; бумага красного, синего и зеленого цвета; конфеты для
приза; иллюстрации для оформления станций.

Ход мероприятия
I. Организационный момент
Good afternoon. I’m glad to see you all here.
II. Основная часть
1. Сообщение темы и целей мероприятия
Guess the riddle:
What has a forest but no trees, cities but no people and rivers but no water?
Right, it’s a map. But look at this map. Is it a usual map? So, today we are going to look for
treasure. There are special stations all over our gymnasium. At every station you can see a student of the
11th form. They will give you instructions, check your answers and give you points for the correct ones.
You will have to do some tasks. After completing the task, you will get a riddle where to find the next
station. You will get points for every task. The fastest team with the most points will win.
2. Выбор названия команд
You have already been devided into teams and you are toname them (pupils suggest names of
their teams and the teacher writes them on the classboard).
3. Выбор маршрута
Here is your first task. Correct the mistakes
1. More than 20 million people live in Belarus.
2. Belarus is bigger than Russia.
3. The Nile is long than the Dnepr.
4. The USA is in South America.
5. Belarus lies between Russia and France.
6. Kangaroos live in the Australia.
7. Blue whales are dangerous animals.
8. Everest is high mountain in the world.
9. England are the biggest part of the UK.
10. Belarus is famous at beautiful lakes and thick forests.
Answer key
1. More than 9 million people live in Belarus.

2. Belarus is smaller than Russia.
3. The Nile is longer than the Dnepr.
4. The USA is in North America.
5. Belarus lies between Russia and Poland.
6. Kangaroos live in Australia.
7. Blue whales are endangered animals.
8. Everest is the highest mountain in the world.
9. England is the biggest part of the UK.
10. Belarus is famous for beautiful lakes and thick forests.
Choose the colour of your root (green, blue, red). At every station you will get tasks on sheets of
paper of your colour. Be attentive and do your best!
And here are the instructions where to find the first riddles. Good luck!
1. Go out of the classroom. First, turn left, then right, go straight ahead. Take the first turn to the left. It’s
under the timetable.
2. Go out of the classroom. First, turn left and then right, go up the stairs to the next floor. It’s under a
picture.
3. Go out of the classroom. First, turn left, then right, go straight ahead. Turn right in front of the clock.
It’s in the first door.
4. Работа на станциях
Blue root: 1. Canteen. 2. Gym. 3. Library. 4. Geography classroom.
Green root: 1. Gym. 2. Library. 3. Geography classroom. 4. Canteen.
Red root: 1. Library. 2. Geography classroom. 3. Canteen. 4. Gym.
1. Oh, it’s quater to eleven
and my stomach is saying “Hello!”
And when at last this bell will ring?
I have to run to the…. (Canteen)
Remember as many words on the topic “Food” as possible. Write them in 2 columns 1.
healthy food
2.
unhealthy food
You will get one point for every correct word.
2. “A healthy mind is in a healthy body”, That’s what our teacher always says.
It’s not just running, jumping, playing
We also have to do some tests. (PE)
Find the words on the topic “Sports”. You will get one point for every found word.
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Answer key: Basketball, skate, hockey, biathlon, surfing, football, arena, swim, score, golf, net,
champion, ice, catch, karate, boat, goal.
3. You need a new book for the literature,
Or reading is what you like best
Then hurry quickly to the … (library)!
You’re always welcome in this place.
Write one verb to each letter of the alphabet. Each correct verb will give you one point.
4. What is the coldest place on the Earth?
Where’s north or south, east or west?
That’s where we learn that countries
With seas around them are islands. (Geography)

Do the crossword. Pay attention to the spelling. You will get one point for every word.

Across:
2. The biggest animal in the world
(Whale)
3. The smallest part of Great Britain
(Wales)
4. It can live without food or drink for a
year (tortoise)
7. The smallest continent (Australia)
8. It is very high. People usually climb it.
(mountain)
9. The biggest country in the world
(Russia)
10. The biggest Belarusian animal (bison)
13. It's the symbol of Canada and builds
it's house from wood (beaver)
14. It's bigger than sea (ocean)

Down:
1. The driest place in the world (desert)
5. The capital of Scotland (Edinburgh)
6. Panda's favourite food (bamboo)
7. The coldest continent (Antarctica)
11. The biggest lake in Belarus (Naroch)
12. An animal that feeds its babies with
milk (mammal)

III.
Подведение итогов. Рефлексия
(After fulfilling the tasks, the pupils return to the classroom and take their seats)
Now let’s sum up all the points you have and see who the winner is. Congratulations! Here is your
treasure! (sweets)
Thanks a lot for your participation. Hope you enjoyed our treasure hunting.
Good bye.

